


Congratulation on your purchase of the professional digital piano.

This piano is an easy-to-use digital piano. Inside the slim cabinet, it has so many professional and

modernized preset styles and songs, easy but powerful functions, and features that enhance your

performance. Enjoy your performance with the piano!

You are recommended to study this manual carefully before using the unit.

Congratulations

Inside This package

Please make sure the package completely contains the following:

Right Side Panel

Left Side PanelPiano Cabinet(including adapter cable)

Pedal Box(including pedal cable

Rear Panel Screw Bag

Instruction Manual
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Chord Recognize

Auto Accompaniment

"A.B.C." is disabled during the default setting.

Press [A.B.C./MELODY OFF] button to turn on this

"auto bass chord" function; the A.B.C. flag on the LCD

is lightened. The left section of the keyboard is known

as the "chord area", while playing the chord, both the

bass and the chord voices phonate.

There are 2 ways to detect a chord: single finger detect and multi fingers

detect .

" " "

"

Single Finger

If the chord played is based on multi fingers detect , it is recognized as the multi fingers chord .

If not, single finger chord will be recognized.

" " " "

" "

Multi Finger

NOTE:

When A.B.C. is on, press the keys on the left

of the split point. The chord will be recognized

as single finger chords.

NOTE:

Since the chord detection of A.B.C. is based on the

Chord Root priority, some chords that could be

played under the Chord Dictionary may not be

recognised by A.B.C. though, eg. B6, bB6, B6(9),

bB6 ,9, Baug, bBaug, bBm6, Bm6, Adim7, bBdim7,

Bdim.
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FILL B

MELODY OFF

STYLE SONG FILE

TEMPO VEL MEASURE BEAT MEMORY

TICK O.TS.

DSP

card

START/STOP SYNC INTRO/ENDING FILL A FILL B A.B.C.

MELODY OFF

Single finger type not only can detect single finger but also

can detect multi finger. And the single finger makes it easily

to play chords through only one, two or three keys.

Including major, minor, seventh, and minor seventh chord.

Refer to relevant picture on the right for details.

Multi finger type only can recognize those chords

have listed in the chord list, and also can be found

in the dictionary function.
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Auto Accompaniment

Chord Basics
A chord, in music, is any harmonic set of three or more
notes that is heard as if sounding simultaneously. The most
frequently encountered chords are triads. A triad is a set of
three notes that can be stacked in thirds. When stacked in
thirds, the triad's members, from lowest pitched tone to
highest, are called: the Root, the Third, and the Fifth.

Triad Type

Chord Inversion

Chord Name

There are following basic triad types:

We define this chord its root is not in the bass (i.e., is not the
lowest note) as an inversion chord. When the root is in the
bass, we call the chord: root-position chord. If we put the
Third and Fifth in the root position, then it forms Inversion,
we call this chord Inversion Chord. See the following major
triad and its inverted chord.

The chord name contains two parts content: Chord root and
Chord type.

Major Triad

Minor Triad

Augmented
Triad

Diminished
Triad

A root with a major third added above and a
perfect Fifth will consist as a Major Triad.

A root with a minor third added above and a
perfect fifth will consist as a Minor Triad.

A root with a major third added above and an
augmented fifth will consist as an Augmented
Triad.

A root with a minor third added above and a
diminished fifth will consist as a Diminished
Triad.
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One Touch Setting

DUAL
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O.TS.

DSP

card

Select one of the styles.

Each style has four presets.

Press the [O.T.S.] button to turn this mode on and the O.T.S.

Flag lighten on the LCD.A.B.C. mode would be turned on

automatically.

Press any of the [ M1]~[M4] buttons which is corresponded

to your desired setting. LCD displays O.T.S. 1 4.

Press [O.T.S.] button again to exit the O.T.S. mode, LCD

displays MEMORY.

1

1

3

5

2

2

4

NOTE:

While you are recording or playing back a recorded song,

press any of the [M1]~[M4] button, no FILL IN will

be inserted.

Memory

Clear Memory Data

Press [STORE] and [M1] together, then turn on the piano,

the default data will be loaded to the piano.

Press [ ] and [ ] together, then turn on the piano, the

default data will be loaded to the piano, and the record

song will be lost.

M1 M2BANK STORE

Press together

Press together

ONE TOUCH SETTINGONE TOUCH SETTING

M1 M2 M3 M4BANK STORE O.T.S.
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T norSax

ONE TOUCH SETTINGONE TOUCH SETTING

M1 M2 M3 M4BANK STORE O.T.S.

POWER

POWER

Turn on

Turn on

When One Touch Setting is switched on, you can instantly

recall all auto accompaniment related settings including

voices selection and digital effects simply with a single

touch of a button.

arameters stored in the O.T.S. Including:

VOICE R1 VOICE R1 VOLUME VOICE R1 OCT

VOICE R2 VOICE R2 VOLUME VOICE R2 OCT

In this function, 4 types of parameters

(M1~M4) will be loaded for operating the current style.

The p






















